
BOXING SPORTS OF ALL SORTS BASEBALL
We had been assured that peace

negotiations had been completed be-

tween the Federals and organized
baseball and thataUwas serene and
rosy. The Feds had capitulated un-

conditionally and two of their owners
were to be allowed to buy into the
older leagues.

And now it is eased to us that the
peace session between the third
leaguers and the national commis-
sion, representing organized base-
ball, must be postponed for a week
or ten days because Harry Sinclaim
is dickering for control of the Giants
and will secure it some time this
week.

This information doesn't sound
like the line of stuff disseminated for
the last few weeks. Sinclair, we were
told, had been positively left out and
would have to worry along the best
way he could, reconciling himself to
losing a bunch of coin, with no
chance to get it back. This in the
face of the fact that Sinclair carries
the bulkiest bankroll in the Federal
league.

And bankrolls, of course, are no
object to the organized people.

Sinclair and the Giant combination
are still differing on the price at
which the club will change hands, but
there is an optimistic air to the affair
and the belief is becoming general
that John McGraw will have a new
employer this year. This move would
also take care of Jim Gilmore and
then arrangements could be made for
injecting the Baltimore and Buffalo
clubs into the International league.

In that manner Ed Gwinner, Pitt-fe- d

owner, would be the only Fed
boss left high and dry, and there is a
strong probability that Gwinner will
get an opportunity to purchase the
Cleveland club of the American
league. All efforts to dispose of the
Indians in any other way have been
futile.

Charley Weeghman and Joe Tink-- f
will meet C. P. Taft in Cincinnati

Thursday to negotiate the purchase
of the Cubs. Taft, it is believed, is
handling the Charley Murphy end of
the deal. Murphy must be paid a
lump sum of money running into the
hundreds of thousands and must also
be paid for the lease that the club
holds on the West Side park. Any
way this deal is figured Murphy is
the deciding factor and has it in his
power to block all swaps. He will
go along with Taft, how'ever, provid-
ed he gets his money.

Bresnahan says he will manage
the Cubs, but Weeghman's state-
ment that Roger's contract will be
taken care of down to the minutest
detail should clarify that muddle and
Tinker will pilot the club. Roger has
a two-ye- ar agreement and there is
no chance that it can be broken.

Jimmy Kilroy, manager of Otto
Sieloff, is happy at last, for Old Otto
has won a fight, knocking out Eddie
McFarland in the fifth round. Sie-
loff is fairly old to b& 'starting a
come-bac- k, but he has a capable
handler and good matchmaker in Kil-
roy and should pick up many fights
in this .vicinity. Kilroy has added to
his string of boxers and now has
some good men in his stable, with
fights on the fire for several of them.. The muddle as to who will be the
next opponent of Jess Willard should
be cleared to some extent in New
York Friday night when Frank Mo-ra- n

and Jim Coffey mix for ten
rounds. Moran already holds a vic-
tory over Coffey, and, should he re-
peat, will undoubtedly be selected for
next shot at the champion.

Fred Fulton seems to be out of it,
the promoters realizing that he is not
a drawing card. The only way Ful-
ton can win back to notice is to meet
a man like Moran or Coffey and put
him away in a decisive manner.

Charley White arrived in Boston
today for his fight tomorrow night
with Matt Wells, easily a favorite.
Wells gave Charlie a desperate drgu--


